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Abstract. Current NLP systems heavily rely on embedding techniques that are used
to automatically encode relevant information about linguistic entities of interest
(e.g., words, sentences) into latent spaces. These embeddings are currently the cornerstone of the best machine learning systems used in a large variety of problems
such as text classification. Interestingly, state-of-the-art embeddings are commonly
only computed using large corpora, and generally do not use additional knowledge
expressed into established knowledge resources (e.g. WordNet). In this paper, we
empirically study if retrofitting, a class of techniques used to update word vectors
in a way that takes into account knowledge expressed in knowledge resources, is
beneficial for short text classification. To this aim, we compared the performances
of several state-of-the-art classification techniques with or without retrofitting on a
selection of benchmarks. Our results show that the retrofitting approach is beneficial for some classifiers settings and only for datasets that share a similar domain
to the semantic lexicon used for the retrofitting.
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Introduction
Embedding techniques are the cornerstone of numerous state-of-the-art NLP systems;
they enable to automatically encode relevant information about linguistic entities of interest (e.g., words, sentences, documents) into latent spaces in order to obtain high quality representations that will further be used to solve complex tasks. Such techniques have
proven to be critical for designing efficient systems in text classification [1], question
answering [2] or information extraction [3] to mention a few.
Neural network architectures, particularly recurrent neural networks (RNN) or
Transformers are now de facto approaches to computing embeddings, as illustrated by
the broad variety of language models of increasing complexity and efficiency that have
been published in recent years (e.g. RoBERTa [4], GPT-3 [5]). These approaches rely
on the surface analysis of large corpora composed of billions of words, and do not use
additional knowledge expressed into established knowledge resources (e.g. WordNet).
Despite recent successes, there is only so much that can be learned from a surface analy1 Copyright c 2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License
Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0).

sis of text and embedding models capture very superficial knowledge about meaning [6].
One way of integrating structured a priori knowledge, is to apply retrofitting, a class
of techniques used to update word vectors in a way that takes into account knowledge
expressed in knowledge resources. Despite the promising results obtained by retrofitting
techniques, the study of hybrid embedding approaches mixing corpora and knowledge
representations is still relatively marginal, especially in context of specific tasks. This
paper aims at investigating the relevance of retrofitted word embeddings in the context
of supervised short-text classification, especially when compared to state of the art contextualised language models. We compare the performance of several pre-trained word
embedding models with and without retrofitting for short-text classification. We explored
several retrofitting approaches and used word vectors as features with both a classical
machine-learning pipeline and a more state of the art bi-LSTM encoder. We further compared to two transformer baselines, where the transformers are directly used for classification.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 briefly present the tow most common
retrofitting models; Section 2 presents the protocol used in our experimental setting as
well as the obtained results. Section 3 discusses those results and offers additional observations that question the benefit of current retrofitting approaches for the studied task.

1. Retroffiting embeddings in NLP
State-of-the-art word embedding techniques solely based on corpora analysis are performed under the assumption of the distributional hypothesis stating that words occurring in similar contexts tend to be semantically close [7]. This hypothesis, made popular
through Firth’s idea (1957) [8]: “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”, is one
of the main tenets of statistical semantics. By definition such approaches cannot capture
lexical or conceptual relationships that could be important to accurately characterizing
the semantics of words, e.g. some approaches will similarly represent synonyms and
antonyms [9]. To address this limitation, a class of approaches denoted Retrofitting aim
at incorporating a priori knowledge from external resources in order to refine word embeddings, e.g. lexicons, ontologies, domain-specific datasets expressing semantic knowledge.
The use of external data or knowledge generally requires retraining the model used
to compute the embeddings (considered as a subset of the model’s parameters). In this
case retrofitting can be seen as a post-processing step that aims at updating pre-trained
word embeddings in order to induce a refined vector space with desired properties encoded in the external resource. Indeed, in addition to observed words contexts (i.e. surroundings), resources such as semantic lexicons (such as FrameNet, PPDB and WordNet) that label lexical entries with semantic relations (e.g. hyperonymy, hyponymy) can
be used. In the literature, the prevailing approach is to define a specific objective function that learns the distribution of words and their lexical (resp. conceptual) relationships
either jointly [10,11,12,13], or separately by updating pre-trained embeddings [14,15].
When embeddings are updated using lexical ontologies, the objective function depends
on which semantic relation we seek to highlight: synonymy, hyperonymy, hypernymy
(the ”retrofitting” technique) [14] or synonymy and antonymy (the ”counterfitting” technique) [15]. These approaches are particularly interesting as they can be applied to any

word embeddings independently from the embeddings technique initially used to generate them.
Another strategy learns independent representations from corpora and knowledge
representations to later combine them. For instance, Goikoetxea et al. [16] learned word
representations from WordNet, and combined them with embeddings computed from
text. Several contributions have been proposed to refine these general strategies, e.g.
Vulić et al. [17] have proposed an approach based on context analysis enabling to retrofit
words that do not occur in the lexicon by exploiting words co-occurring in similar
dependency-based contexts; Yih et al. [9] proposed to use a thesaurus to distinguish synonyms from antonyms in word embeddings.
These approaches have traditionally been proposed for static word representations,
i.e. a single representation is associated to a word (token). Recently, contextualized textembedding models have been proposed to deal with issues induced by polysemy [18,19].
In this case, a context-specific representation of a word is obtained depending on its
meaning in each sentence. Recent retrofitting techniques are designed for these contextualized embeddings, e.g. Shi et al. [20] proposed to consider prior knowledge about
paraphrases to improve context-specific representations.
Several studies have stressed the benefits of retrofitting on several NLP tasks such as
sentiment analysis, relationship and text classification [14,15,21,9,17,10,11,12]. These
studies only contain limited comparisons with state-of-art language models, in particular
for short-text classification.

2. Evaluation protocol
This section presents the datasets and protocol used to evaluate the benefit of retrofitting
approaches for short-text classification. We focus our study on the following well-known
and representative retrofitting techniques: ”retrofitting” of Faruqui et al. [14] and “counterfitting” of Mrkšić et al. [15].
2.1. Word Embeddings
we considered the 300-dimensional word vectors: (i) Paragram [16], learned from the
text content in the paraphrase database PPDB, (ii) Glove [22] learned from Wikipedia
and Common Crawl data, (iii) MUSE, a fastText embedding learned from Wikipedia2 , as
well as (iv) two contextualized word embeddings models: Flair embeddings [23] trained
on JW300 corpus, and RoBERTa [4] embeddings trained on five English corpora: BookCorpus [24]; Wikipedia; CC-NEWS [25]; Open Web Text [26] and Stories [27].
For each word embedding model, except for the contextualized embedding baselines, we consider three settings: original embeddings (baseline), retrofitted and counterfitted.
2.2. Evaluation benchmarks
The evaluations were performed on two benchmarks:
2 https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE

• HuffPost headlines3 [28]: 200849 headlines published in HuffPost from 2012 to
2018. Each news headline belongs to one of 41 possible classes.
• Product Listing On Amazon India4 : 27375 product titles from Amazon India for
2019. We keep the products belonging one of the 9 classes and redundant records
have been dropped.
2.3. Evaluation Process
We consider two different evaluation settings: (i) shallow machine learning where we
compute a single document vector by pooling individual word embeddings, which we
use as a bag of features for several classifiers; (ii) deep machine learning, where we
use a bi-LSTM encoder [23] to learn document representations from word embeddings
during the training of a final feed forward layer. Pre-transformer literature suggests that
the ability of LSTM to capture dependencies between words, makes it a robust choice
for text classification applications.
In the first context, three models are compared: the ridge classifier, random forest
and XGBoost from scikit-learn [29]. In the second context we use Flair embeddings [23]
with its RNN Document Embedding implementation initialised with bi-LSTM cells for
each model. We apply a grid search on held-out training data to find the best hyperparameter values and then we run a 10-folds cross validation considering the optimally
hyper-paremeters for each model. Words embeddings (baseline, retrofitted or counterfitted) are given as input for each model. In the shallow setting we compute pooled document vectors with flair’s document pool embedding implementation (mean pooling with
a linear smoothing); in the deep setting unpooled word embeddings are given as input to
the LSTM encoder. In addition, we also present baselines using embeddings from Flair
RoBerta in both settings, as well as a direct classification with the Transformer model
with a classification head (using RoBerta).

3. Results and discussion
Table 1 reports the average accuracies over the 10 cross-validation folds for all models
on the two benchmarks. Results are grouped depending on the embedding used in the
tested approach. It is important to highlight the impact of retrofitting on the performance
with relation to the corresponding baseline approach, i.e. considering the use of the original embedding without retrofitting 5 . We also report the accuracy delta compared to the
corresponding baseline accuracy.6 In the shallow setting, we only reported on the best
performing classifier (always the ridge classifier). For the LSTM-RNN approach, the
standard deviations of the averaged accuracies obtained during cross-validation are generally around 1 − 5% for the Huffington post dataset and 5 − 12% for the Amazon India
dataset. For the Ridge approach, the standard variations are always under 1%.
3 https://www.kaggle.com
4 https://data.world/promptcloud/product-listing-on-amazon-india
5 We draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the embedding models considered (Paragram, Muse,
Glove. . . ) have not all been trained on the same corpora.
6 e.g.For the HuffPost dataset, Paragram embbedings retrofitted with PPDB leads to an accuracy of 42.80%
with the ridge classifier, which corresponds to a 0.03% accuracy improvement compared to the Paragram
baseline (42.77%).

Embeddings

Semantic Lexicon

Paragram

0/

HuffPost Headlines
RidgeC
LSTMRNN

Product Amazon India
RidgeC
LSTMRNN

42.77

63.87

36.67

62.49

PPDB

42.80 (+0.03)

66.78 (+2.91)

36.63 (-0.04)

53.24 (-9.25)

FrameNet
WordNetsyn
WordNet+

42.57 (-0.20)
42.63 (-0.14)
42.38 (-0.39)

57.82 (-6.05)
59.83 (-4.04)
60.44 (-3.43)

36.39 (-0.28)
36.56 (-0.11)
36.64 (-0.03)

44.68 (-17.81)
53.37 (-9.12)
46.38 (-16.11)

Paragram Counterfitted

PPDB&WordNet

42.57 (-0.20)

59.33 (-4.54)

35.97 (-0.70)

48.12 (-14.37)

Glove

0/

45.28

65.06

36.94

59.51

PPDB
FrameNet

45.40 (+0.12)
44.89 (-0.39)

59.21 (-5.85)
63.08 (-1.98)

36.84 (-0.10)
36.87 (-0.07)

59.25 (-0.26)
48.56 (-10.95)

WordNetsyn
WordNet+

44.69 (-0.59)
44.52 (-0.76)

63.80 (-1.26)
66.65 (+1.59)

36.54 (-0.40)
36.56 (-0.38)

56.24 (-3.27)
42.25 (-17.26)

Glove Counterfitted

PPDB&WordNet

44.32 (-0.96)

55.83 (-9.23)

36.63 (-0.31)

48.67 (-10.84)

MUSE

0/

44.80

59.94

36.26

48.87

PPDB
FrameNet

45.20 (+0.40)
44.43 (-0.37)

64.92 (+4.98)
64.64 (+4.70)

36.25 (-0.01)
35.87 (-0.39)

35.42 (-13.4)
58.71 (+9.84)

WordNetsyn
WordNet+

44.27 (-0.53)
44.20 (-0.60)

58.44 (-1.50)
64.85 (+4.91)

36.40 (-0.14)
36.10 (-0.16)

38.91 (-9.96)
56.81 (+7.94)

PPDB&WordNet

44.07 (-0.73)

66.41 (+6.47)

36.01 (-0.25)

51.29 (+2.42)

Paragram Retrofitted

Glove Retrofitted

MUSE Retrofitted

MUSE Counterfitted

Table 1. Accuracy (%) of the classification for the ridge and LSTM-RNN classifiers with baseline word embeddings (no retrofitting), retrofitted and counterfitted word embeddings.

The best performances for HuffPost Headlines are achieved with the LSTM-RNN
approach using embeddings refined by retrofitting (maximum average accuracy of
66.78%). For the Amazon India dataset the best average accuracy is 62.49% in the baseline Paragram setting. In the shallow machine learning setting, we can hardly observe
any improvement with retrofitting (variations too small to be significant), which can be
attributed to the hypothesis that a linear classifier cannot meaningfully capture the additional information. The impact of retrofitting is clearer on LSTM-RNN, although we
observe large variations of the average accuracy and a higher overall variability across
folds. Since the LSTM-RNN encoder is trained alongside classification layer, we effectively learn a non-linear supervised document representations that can both capture some
dependencies and map the original feature space in a meaningful way. The improvements
mainly concern the HuffPost Headlines dataset (news domain). Given that some of the
embeddings are trained on news corpora and that the lexicons used for retrofitting mostly
(except PPDB) cover the general domain, it is reasonable to assume that the retrofitting
mostly benefits data in the same domain. For example, retrofitting Paragram embeddings
with PPDB leads to a +2.91% average accuracy improvement using an LSTM-RNN
classifier on HuffPost headlines; the same approach applied to Product Amazon India
leads to a 9.25% decrease of the average accuracy. Generally, the results underline the
difficulty of formulating recommendations for one particular approach. However, we can
identify that MUSE most often benefits from retrofitting than not. Compared to other

words embeddings concidered, MUSE embeddings are learned from the smallest and the
most general corpus (Wikipedia).
The impact of the corpus used for computing words vectors is also emphasized
by the evaluation on contextualized embeddings. In fact, we also evaluated Flair and
RoBERTa embeddings as features with the ridge classifier for both data-sets 7 , obtaining an accuracy of 53.48% (resp. 39.24%) with RoBERTa, and only 41.81% with Flair
embeddings (resp. 34.69%) for HuffPost Headlines (resp. Product Amazon India): better
initial representations lead to a better classification result even with an unsophisticated
classifier. With less meaningful input representation it ’s beneficial to have some form of
task-specific representation learning to help the classifier exploit all meaningful information in the features. We also tested Flair and RoBerta with a LSTM-RNN head, however
the significantly larger number of parameters did not allow the models to converge with
similar computational constraints to the other models 8 .

4. Conclusion
By definition, embedding techniques only based on corpora analysis are not designed
to capture lexical or conceptual relationships that could be important to accurately characterizing the semantics of words. To address this limitation, a class of approaches denoted Retrofitting has been proposed in the litterature to incorporate a priori knowledge
expressed into knowledge resources, e.g. lexical ontologies. Questioning the benefit of
such approaches requires extensive task-specific empirical evaluations.
In this context, this paper presents an evaluation of the impact of state-of-the-art
retrofitting approaches for short-text classification using shallow and deep learning models on two datasets: HuffPost Headlines and Product Amazon India. Two retrofitting techniques of interest, as they enable refinement of existing embeddings, have been tested
using several external resources. The baseline retrofitting used a single ontology (i.g.
PPDB) that captures similar words while the counterfitting technique used two external
resources that captures similar and dissimilar words respectively. We applied these techniques on several pre-trained words embeddings. We compared retrofitted and counterfitted embeddings with contextualized ones. Based on the results obtained in our evaluation, we conclude that current retrofitting techniques generally fail to systematically
and significantly improve classification performance. Indeed, despite interesting gains
using some configurations (retrofitting technique, resource and classification method),
no general tendency and recommendations can be expressed. Tested shallow machine
learning models seem not to benefit from retrofitting; Deep Learning approaches such as
LSTM-RNN do in some settings: interesting gains have been observed using Paragram
embeddings with PPDB, or MUSE embeddings with PPDB, FrameNet or WordNet+ for
HuffPost Headlines dataset (same domain), for the Amazon India dataset we saw little
benefit to using retrofitting (different domain).
In future work, we can explore the retrofitting approach for contextualized word embeddings as proposed by Shi et al. in [20]. We can also use all semantic lexicons together
7 Equivalent

to the transformer with a classification head and frozen weights
retrofitted embeddings + Ridge training and evaluation were almost instantaneous. For retrofitted embedding + LSTM-RNN (20 epochs) we had approx. 1000 samples/s, for RoBERTa, 29 samples/s.
8 For

to retrofit each embeddings or use domain-specific lexical ontologies or terminologies
for the retrofitting.
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